






Pondering the Soul’s Journey in Exeter Book Riddle 43

Life is frequently represented as a journey, a process of travelling through the world in space and time. Normally this journey is undertaken by soul and body together; very rarely does the soul travel alone, and, when it does, its departure usually represents the end of the life-journey: death. In some cases, however, the journey of the unbodied soul includes both a departure and a return. Such ‘Out-of-Body Experiences’ might be expected to provide a fertile ground for speculation regarding the nature of the soul and the relationship between it and the body, yet the texts on the subject that were available and produced in Anglo-Saxon England appear to have different aims. The exception may be Exeter Book Riddle 43, an apparently straightforward riddle remarkable for the lack of scholarly argument regarding its solution.​[1]​ In this essay, I shall use the ‘Out-of-Body Experience’ tradition as a context against which to unravel Riddle 43’s surprisingly profound speculations about the relationship between the body and soul and the journey that they share. I shall argue that expecting the riddle-game to end upon discovery of the solution obscures the advanced theological pondering that underlies this short text.
Stories about Out-of-Body Experiences used to be more mainstream than they are now. Today, for example, Out-of-Body Experiences are largely ignored by government, business, and the Christian Church, even if they continue to spawn many books and websites. In the early Middle Ages, however, descriptions of souls leaving and returning to the body appear to have been popular not only among lay people but also among the moral authorities who bequeathed to Anglo-Saxon England a sizable collection of stories on the subject, including the collection known as the Vitæ Patrum,​[2]​ book 4 of Gregory’s Dialogues,​[3]​ the Visio Sancti Pauli,​[4]​ the Visio Baronti,​[5]​ and The Vision of Fursa.​[6]​ Drawing upon these sources, Anglo-Saxon writers contributed their own stories, such as Ælfric’s Visions of Departing Souls,​[7]​ Boniface’s Vision of the Monk of Wenlock,​[8]​ the Worcester Fragments,​[9]​ Bede’s Vision of Dryhthelm,​[10]​ and the two Soul and Body poems.​[11]​
Although there are, of course, differences of detail and approach within these stories, for the purposes of this essay I shall use the Old English version of Boniface’s Vision of the Monk of Wenlock as a model for the tradition as a whole. The Monk of Wenlock reports that, overcome with illness, his soul (gast) was suddenly taken from his body by overwhelmingly bright angels, whereupon he saw a vision of the world (middangeard), which was threatened by an immense fire only held in check by the sign of Christ’s cross (§§2–3). He saw a vast multitude of souls, over which angels and devils violently contended for possession (§4). He was subjected to judgement by his own bad deeds, which called out against him in individual voices, supported by evil spirits (§5). His rather small troop of good deeds, supported by angelic spirits, called out in his defence (§6). He also saw wretched souls in hell in the form of weeping, black birds, which tried to escape the flames but always fell back in again; an angel explained that these souls would be given rest after judgement day (§7). He also heard weeping from deeper in hell; an angel explained that these souls would never receive mercy (§8). He then observed a beautiful place, which angels identified as paradise (se mæra niorxnawang). There he saw a fiery river, crossed by a bridge over which souls attempted to pass; some individuals passed safely, but others fell into the fire to varying degrees and emerged brighter than before. An angel explained that these were good souls that needed cleansing (§§9-10). A number of further episodes followed in the same general vein, apparently designed to inspire hope for salvation and fear for damnation. Enjoined to pass on his vision to all believers, at dawn he returned to his body unwillingly, disgusted by its foulness (§16).
Although this story raises a plethora of interesting issues, three points are most important for the present discussion. First, this text, although not directly based on a previous source,​[12]​ shares a plot and many motifs from the tradition of Out-of-Body Experiences inherited from previous authorities: the sights and sounds recounted by the Monk of Wenlock probably seemed familiar to Anglo-Saxon readers and audiences. Second, the Out-of-Body Experience provides a new perspective on the world: not, as in the Dream of Scipio, that the world is small and trivial in comparison with the universe as a whole,​[13]​ but rather that the world — like the individual soul — is under siege and in imminent danger. Third, the nature of the soul is uncertain: the Monk’s soul appears to have eyes that can be dazzled by brightness, and the souls crossing the bridge into Paradise have the usual human complement of feet, knees, and so on, but other souls appear as black birds, and it is not clear whether the soul represents the monk’s ‘self’ or not. Jan Bremmer argues that ‘The Anglo-Saxon concept of sawol, the linguistic ancestor of the modern English word “soul,” lacked any psychological content’.​[14]​ Although this position is arguably confirmed by the external, third-person account of the soul at the beginning of the Visio Baronti, it is not readily observable in the Vision of the Monk of Wenlock, in which the subject undergoing and wondering at the journey is explicitly identified as the soul.​[15]​
Some of these points will arise again specifically in the discussion of Riddle 43, but it is worth addressing them briefly before turning to the main text of this study. The familiarity of this text’s threats and its failure specifically or consistently to address the nature of the soul argue against this text as a site for metaphysical speculation. The otherworld revealed by the vision raises few questions or mysteries; instead, it provides an authoritative list of rewards and threats, of tangible, earthly ‘carrots and sticks’, rewards and punishments, easily understood by any embodied soul. The point of the Monk of Wenlock’s story thus appears to be moral regulation.​[16]​ Indeed, the Monk of Wenlock reserves his story for gelyfedum mannum ‘believers’ (§15), those who will be motivated by these rewards and threats to modify their behaviour. Bede, too, relates stories of Out-of-Body Experiences ob salutem legentium siue audientium ‘for the health of those reading or hearing [them]’,​[17]​ and it is probably fair to generalise that this point lies behind many if not all of the stories of Out-of-Body Experiences extant in Anglo-Saxon England.​[18]​ These texts thus confirm hope and fear rather than speculate about the nature of body and soul or the relationship between them, perhaps because speculation could undermine their authority and thus lessen their power to influence behaviour. 
	The Out-of-Body Experience tradition represented by the Vision of the Monk of Wenlock provides a fruitful contrast for reading Riddle 43. As mentioned earlier, scholars have almost universally accepted this text as an allegory of soul and body. Although I do not dispute that solution, there is a problem with proceeding quickly to it, for the solution is not the end of the story. This assertion should not be unquestioningly accepted, however, for it requires a particular conception of the riddle-genre not shared by all. For example, a recent analysis of riddles suggests that, however elaborate or apt the image presented in a riddle might be, it is essentially disposable, ‘empty and of no importance’ once the solution has been reached.​[19]​ That is, a riddle is merely a means to an end, even if social functions such as initiation, education, and status become attached to it. Any issues arising along the way to the solution can likewise be discarded along with the disguising image once the game is over. In contrast, some scholars question this absolute closure. Solving a riddle, they say, is not so much the end of a game as the start of a new one.​[20]​ 
In the reading that follows, I shall argue that Riddle 43 lends support to the latter view. It uses riddle conventions to disguise its topic, as one would expect in a riddle, but these disguises simultaneously express deeper truths — or, better, deeper speculations — about that topic. That is, the supposedly ‘disposable’ surface-image does more than simply call for an answer. In fact, in this case the wrong answers summoned up — particularly by an audience well versed in the riddle-game — prove almost as important as the answer itself.

Ic wat indryhtne    æþelum deorne 
giest in geardum,    þam se grimma ne mæg 
hungor sceððan    ne se hata þurst, 
yldo ne adle.    Gif him arlice 
esne þenað,    se þe agan sceal  
on þam siðfate,    hy gesunde æt ham 
findað witode him    wiste ond blisse, 
cnosles unrim,    care, gif se esne 
his hlaforde    hyreð yfle, 
frean on fore.    Ne wile forht wesan  	
broþor oþrum;    him þæt bam sceðeð, 
þonne hy from bearme    begen hweorfað 
anre magan    ellorfuse, 
moddor ond sweostor.    Mon, se þe wille, 
cyþe cynewordum    hu se cuma hatte,  	
eðþa se esne,    þe ic her ymb sprice. (Riddle 43)​[21]​

I know a lordly guest, who is dear to nobles among human settlements and whom neither harsh hunger nor burning thirst, neither age nor illness, can harm. If the servant who must possess him on the journey serves him honourably, they will find feasting, bliss, and countless progeny assigned to them when they are safe at home; conversely sorrow will be assigned to them if the servant obeys his master and lord badly on the journey. Neither brother wishes to fear the other:​[22]​ that will harm them both when, eager for elsewhere, they both turn away from the embrace of their one kinswoman, (who is their) mother and sister. Let the one who wishes to do so reveal in fitting words how either the visitor or the servant about whom I speak here is called.

The first deceptive convention used in this riddle is the poetic language itself. The language used by this riddle — with its references to nobles and lords — is the traditional heroic idiom of almost all Old English poetry.​[23]​ This idiom places Riddle 43 into the context of battles and courage, whether those be physical or spiritual. At least, that is how the riddle seems to present itself initially. Reading it more closely reveals that the heroic language is minimal, but while working on this text, I found myself caught in an interesting circle, which I suspect riddle-writers deliberately exploited. The circle proceeds as follows: Old English poetry is dominated by the heroic idiom and so, when the usual heroic vocabulary appears (æþelum ‘nobles’ [1b], for example), it summons expectations based on other Old English poems. In this case, however, the cue creates an entirely inappropriate image, for, unlike Beowulf, Christ (in The Dream of the Rood), Andreas, or Christian martyrs (in The Fates of the Apostles), this lord (hlaford [9a], frea [10a]) is not a warrior figure: he wields no weapons of any kind, whether physical or spiritual; he engages in no battle; and he displays no ellen (whether translated as ‘courage’, ‘courageous deed’, or ‘fervour’).​[24]​ In fact, he possesses no characteristics at all other than being indryhten ‘lordly, noble’ and having no susceptibility to hunger, thirst, illness, and age. There are other words to support an inference that the heroic idiom is involved — arlice ‘honourably’ (4b), siðfate ‘journey, military expedition’ (6a), ellorfuse ‘eager for elsewhere’ (13b) — but none of these is necessarily tied to heroic action. Nevertheless, that first line was enough for me — and, I suspect, readers or listeners better informed of the poetic tradition — to import the whole of the heroic tradition into this poem. 
It is easy to imagine a heroic development of this scenario — a narrative of lord and retainer fighting against demonic foes — but it does not appear in this text. The journey of body and soul is not militarised, there are no opposing forces, and, overall, the vocabulary in this text is relatively mundane: there is none of the physicalisation or personification that is so attractive in other riddles and no visual imagery at all. Nevertheless, my carefully honed expectations of the ideal heroic hlaford allowed me to overlook not only these absences but also the lord’s absolute passivity. This passivity is an important issue, and I shall return to it later.
The second disguise used by this riddle — not unrelated to the first — is gender. In most cases, the soul is imagined as female, presumably based on the grammatical gender of the world sawol (and that of the Latin anima). For example, in his homily On Auguries, Ælfric posits the soul as the Mistress of the body:

Þæt flæsc soðlice gewinð ongean ðone gast, and se gast ongean þæt flæsc [...] Ðæt is se lichama and seo sawl winnað him betweonan. Ac seo sawl is ðæs flæsces hlæfdige, and hire gedafnað þæt heo simle gewylde ða wylne, þæt is þæt flæsc, to hyre hæsum. Þwyrlice færð æt ðam huse þær seo wyln bið þære hlæfdian wissigend, and seo hlæfdige bið þære wylne underðeodd; swa bið eac þæs mannes lif on hinder gefadod, gif þæt flæsc þe is brosnigendlic and deadlic sceal gewyldan þone gast, ðe is ece and unateorigendlic, to his fracodum lustum ðe hi buta fordoð, and to ecum tintregum gebringað (Homily XVII: Sermo in Laetania Maiore (De Auguriis)).​[25]​

Truly the flesh strives against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh... That is, the body and the soul strive amongst themselves. But the soul is the mistress of the flesh, and it is proper for her always to control the servant, that is, the flesh, according to her commands. Things fare badly in the house where the servant is governing the mistress, and the lady is subjected to the servant; likewise also the life of the man is arranged backwards if the flesh, which is corruptible and mortal, should control the spirit, which is eternal and unceasing, according to its vile lusts, which will destroy them both, and bring them to eternal torments.

Note particularly Ælfric’s statement that seo sawl is ðæs flæsces hlæfdige ‘the soul is the mistress (or lady or queen) of the flesh’. Although the gender here is different, Ælfric’s text shares with Riddle 43 the representation of the relationship between body and soul as one of ruler and servant, and it has been suggested that body and soul as servant and master is a popular motif.​[26]​ It is not, however, the only way of depicting the relationship between body and soul in Old English texts. 
For example, the Worcester Fragments and the two Old English Soul and Body poems suggest a different relationship between body and soul: not master and servant, but wife and husband. In the Worcester Fragments the soul declares:

Ic was þin imake…. Ic was þe biwedded wurþliche in wedde et þen fontstone, þet þu hauest ifuled mid þine fule oþes. (Worcester Fragment G)

I was your mate…. I was honourably wedded to you through a covenant at the (baptismal) font; you have fouled that (covenant) with your foul oaths.

In this context, the relationship described in Soul and Body I comes into sharper focus:

‘Wine leofesta,    þeah ðe wyrmas gyt
gifre gretaþ,    nu is þin gast cumen, 
fægere gefrætewod,    of mines fæder rice, 
arum bewunden.    Eala, min dryhten, 
þær ic þe moste    mid me lædan… 
Bygdest ðu þe for hæleðum    ond ahofe me on ecne dream. 
Forþan me a langaþ,    leofost manna, 
on minum hige hearde …’ (Soul and Body I, 135–9, 152–3a)

Dearest friend, although the worms still eagerly attack you, now your soul comes from my father’s kingdom, beautifully adorned (and) encircled with glory. Lo, my lord, I will be permitted to lead you there with me! You humbled yourself before men and raised me up to eternal joy. Therefore I always yearn greatly (for you), dearest of men, in my heart …

The wine ‘friend’ (35a), dryhten ‘lord’ (138b), and leofost manna ‘dearest of men’ (152b) here is the soul’s body, imagined as the beloved husband of the soul, not the servant, as Ælfric might prefer him to be, while the soul appears as a bride sent beautifully adorned from a foreign land, reminiscent of human freoðuwebbe ‘peace-weavers’ like the goldhroden ‘gold-adorned’ Freawaru in Beowulf (2025a).​[27]​ Although this relationship remains hierarchical, with husband as ‘lord’, the emphasis is placed not on command but affection. Such a relationship between body and soul is also presented in Juliana and Guthlac, with similarly touching, emotional language:​[28]​ soul and body as wife and husband may even be considered the ‘usual’ poetic representation of this relationship. If so, Riddle 43 disguises its solution, not only by changing the gender of the soul to masculine, but also by avoiding the common metaphor of husband and wife. These changes reinforce the expectation that the relationship here is somehow related to the world of heroic action, whether physical or spiritual.
Yet the two ‘disguises’ that I have posited thus far are not, in fact, the most important ones. Like many riddles, Riddle 43 works on a very basic level through its juxtaposition of incompatible attributes.​[29]​ That is, the audience knows that it must interpret the text’s clues metaphorically because the combination of details contradict a literal interpretation. In this case, however, the riddle also frustrates metaphorical interpretations. 
Although some might be fooled by expectations of heroic action, an audience familiar with Old English riddles might follow a different but equally erroneous line of reasoning, one that would lead to an attempt to solve the riddle as some kind of tool. In this case, the attribute of being æþelum deorne ‘precious to nobles’ (1b) is not a marker of heroism but rather one of economic value. Other riddles describing manufactured objects share this emphasis on value,​[30]​ and the idea of an inanimate object is immediately supported in lines 2 to 4 by the ‘lord’s’ immunity to hunger, thirst, age, and sickness. These hints are apparently confirmed at line 5b. Se þe agan sceal ‘he who must possess [him]’ is an important clue. It is the first absolute indication that the lord and servant are metaphorical, for it is paradoxical for a servant to ‘possess’ his lord. This jarring note could lead an experienced audience to the metaphor of ‘servant’ as user of a tool or implement; Doane argues that the lord-servant nexus in riddles is a traditional way of indicating implements.​[31]​ In such riddles the speaker claims to be ‘served’ by what is actually its user or owner — who is sometimes, rather confusingly, also called its ‘lord’. For example, the plough of Riddle 21 proclaims that me teala þenaþ / hindeweardre, þæt biþ hlaford min ‘the one who is my lord serves me well from behind’ (14b–15).
This nexus invokes inversions of the usual hierarchy inherent in the terms ‘lord’ and ‘servant’. Such inversion is complicated by the mention of the server as ‘lord’ in the citation from the plough riddle above, but the identification of the ‘owner’ or ‘user’ of a tool as its ‘servant’ also appears in Riddle 87, where the bellows refers to the man who uses it as its þegn ‘servant’ (2b), in Riddle 4, where a þegn ‘servant’ (1b) attends to something that might be a bell, and in Riddle 49, where a þegn ‘servant’ (4b) attends to something that might be an oven.​[32]​ In all these cases, the passive, inanimate object is partially disguised by being elevated over the active human agent that actually controls it — a step beyond the usual anthropomorphism of many of the Exeter Book Riddles.​[33]​
Riddle 43 appears to draw upon this trope — I find it useful to remind myself that a ‘trope’ is a ‘turning’ of language away from its usual use​[34]​ — as part of its disguise, but its use of the traditional nexus of servant and lord provides more than simple deception. While it is traditional to imagine the relationship between body and soul as that between servant and lord, here there is a double-twisted ‘turning’ of language. The relationship of body and soul is ‘turned’ to become the relationship of servant and lord which in turn is turned to become — in the context of the implement trope — user and object. At first glance, imagining body and soul as user and object may not appear strikingly different from the metaphor of master and servant. The implement trope, however, reverses the usual hierarchy: the ‘servant’ is the human agent, while the one being served is the implement, the passive object. In Riddle 43, such an arrangement results in the body ‘using’ the soul. The connotations set up by this trope resonate with other discussions of the relationship between soul and body. For example, Ælfric warns against precisely this scenario in the previously cited passage from On Auguries: 

Þwyrlice færð æt ðam huse þær seo wyln bið þære hlæfdian wissigend, and seo hlæfdige bið þære wylne underðeodd; swa bið eac þæs mannes lif on hinder gefadod, gif þæt flæsc þe is brosnigendlic and deadlic sceal gewyldan þone gast, ðe is ece and unateorigendlic. (On Auguries)

Thus, although the superficially ‘heroic’ vocabulary of the riddle might initially lead us to expect the ‘lord’ to be in control, what we find is that the active party, the agent, is actually the ‘servant’: the ‘lord’ on his own is not the subject of a single verb. Like any unused tool or implement, this ‘lord’ is entirely inert until used—until ‘served’ properly by the ‘servant’. The lord’s success depends upon the servant’s action.
This reading of the implement trope can prevail until line 10a. At this point, however, the text springs another twist on its audience, one that renders the ‘implement’ trope redundant: the relationship between the two entities in the text is said to be one of brotherhood. However seductive the idea of the ‘implement’ may have been up to now, it cannot be the solution of the riddle, for a tool cannot be its user’s brother.​[35]​ The failure of this key requires the audience to reinterpret clues that previously seemed to form a coherent narrative; it sends the reader and even, if less easily, the listener back to the beginning of the text yet again, perhaps many times, until the critically-sanctioned solution of soul and body is found. The ‘surface’ issues that have been raised by the false trails should not be discarded, however. They still have ‘work’ to do in the riddling game. 
Once the idea of soul and body is entertained, those seemingly straightforward first lines reveal yet another meaning: neither heroic nor economic, the value of the indryhtne æþelum deorne ‘lordly [guest] dear to nobles’ (1) is spiritual: truly noble people hold their souls dear. This giest in geardum ‘guest in the enclosures’ (2a) can now be seen as a ‘guest’ not merely in human ‘settlements’ but in more sinister ‘enclosures’, for elsewhere the body is seen as a prison for the helpless soul.​[36]​ In fact, despite Ælfric’s suggestions regarding the proper hierarchy between body and soul, in many texts the soul is viewed as a passive passenger of the wilful, choosing body as it travelled through life.​[37]​ An extreme example of this dichotomy can be found in the account of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, in which her passive and voiceless soul is carried off, leaving her demanding and vocal (although dead) body behind to have its adventures.​[38]​ Other texts also depict the soul as passive. In Ælfric’s Vision of Departing Souls, for example, souls do not actively leave bodies but are drawn out, either painlessly by angels or painfully by pitchfork-wielding devils.​[39]​ The passivity that contributes to the reading of the ‘lord’ as an object thus fits very well into a traditional understanding of the soul as passive and at the mercy of the body, and this close fit may explain the use of the ‘implement trope’ in the first place: the text may be assuming an audience knowledgeable not only of riddle tropes but also of depictions of body and soul. Positioning the body as the ‘user’ of the soul would not, however, conform to an Anglo-Saxon audience’s usual ideas of the relationship between body and soul. This is not the only strange idea that this short text produces.
In line 6b, for example, there is only one specified destination for the soul and body: ham ‘home’, presumably heaven. The only alternative ‘destination’ is not a place but an emotional state: care ‘care’ or ‘sorrow’ (8b). This emotional state could be a metonymy for hell or purgatory, but the absence of torture, devils, fire, cold, and weeping and wailing is remarkable: just as most Old English poets do not pass up the opportunity for battle, most Anglo-Saxon writers do not pass up the opportunity for the striking imagery of hell. In addition, while it is traditional to think of the soul going ‘home’ to heaven, it is unusual to think of heaven as the body’s home, too, except, perhaps, after Doomsday.​[40]​ Even then, however, one should approach the throne of judgement shaking with fear: the eagerness of this pair, ellorfuse ‘eager for elsewhere’ (13b), betrays an enviable confidence not recommended to most Christians.​[41]​
Even more puzzling to many readers of this text has been the cnosles unrim ‘countless progeny’ (8a).​[42]​ Yet there are at least three potential interpretations of them, none mutually exclusive. First, these offspring may represent personified deeds, as in the Vision of the Monk of Wenlock, where the monk’s good and bad deeds cry out for or against the disembodied soul (§§5–6). Although this personification of deeds has been considered unusual,​[43]​ it is parallel to an illustration in the Bury St. Edmunds Psalter, where the artist has rendered sins held in the heart as small children, clasped to their mother’s bosom.​[44]​ Second, the soul and body’s ‘progeny’ may represent other souls led by this individual’s example: for example, near the end of the Vision of the Monk of Wenlock, the monk views a soul saved from the clutches of devils by other souls who proclaim that, Þes abbod wæs ure ealdor, and us ealle he gestrynde Gode mid his lare, and he bið alysed for þissum weorðe ‘This abbot was our leader, and he acquired us all for God with his teaching, and he shall be redeemed because of this ransom’ (§12). Streonan ‘to acquire’ also means ‘to beget’;​[45]​ although difficult to render the equivalence in modern English, in Old English the process of acquiring a soul for God (and, presumably, for the devil) may have been understood as similar to that of begetting a new soul: the abbot ‘engendered’ or ‘fathered’ these saved souls. Third, the soul and body’s ‘progeny’ may be actual progeny, children begotten by parents. For example, the Worcester Fragments refer to offspring resulting from the soul’s marriage to the body: 

Unker team is forloren, þe wit scolden teman. So ic was þe bitæiht, þet wit scolden teman. Þu scoldest beon bearne fæder ond ic hore moder. Wit scolden fostrien bearn ond bringen heom to Criste. (Worcester Fragment G)

Our union, through which we should have begotten offspring, is destroyed. I was entrusted to you for this reason, that we should beget offspring. You should have been the children’s father and I their mother. We should have fostered children and brought them to Christ.

In this case it is not clear whether the offspring are good deeds, disciples, or actual children, although it should be noted that, strictly speaking, a soul and body require another soul and body in order to produce real children rather than metaphorical ones. Regardless, this passage provides another example of a text in which a body and soul are expected produce a multitude of offspring.
However we interpret the ‘countless progeny’ in Riddle 43, we return once again to that all important turning point, the ‘brothers’ in line 11a. 11a is a turning point not only for the rejection of the implement solution but also for the imagining of body and soul, for, while I can find examples of the soul as either ruler or victim of the body, I have yet to find another text that posits body and soul as brothers.​[46]​ Whether unique or merely rare, this brotherhood may relate to another significant and perhaps unique aspect of this text’s imagining of body and soul: not only does the soul feel and do nothing except in concert with the body, but there is no suggestion that the two will ever be parted. Such a suggestion is either heretical or apocalyptic. It is not, however, the last surprising idea contained in Riddle 43.
The text goes on to express yet another strange aspect of the relationship between soul and body: the danger of dreading each other. Critics have struggled with these lines.​[47]​ Why would the body fear the soul? Reading the Soul and Body poems or the Worcester Fragments provides ample reasons why the reverse could be true, why a soul might fear its body. Bodies immerse souls in all kinds of trouble, in both the short and long term. For example, in the previously cited passage from On Auguries, Ælfric argues the soul must control the body; otherwise the body, with its fracodum lustum ‘vile lusts,’ hi buta fordoð, and to ecum tintregum gebringað ‘will destroy them both, and bring them to eternal torments.’ In contrast, I have not yet found an Old English text in which the body fears the soul. The riddle, however, seems to emphasise that the fear, like the potential harm caused by that fear, is mutual: lines 11 and 12 show evidence of additional rhetorical effort in the two-line alliteration on ‘b’, the striking rhyme of broþor oþrum, and perhaps even the part-rhyme of sceðeð - hweorfað.​[48]​ Such mutuality suggests that the soul’s action, like the body’s, can lead to damnation. This is an interestingly balanced view, rather like that voiced in later debates between body and soul, such as the Middle English Debate of the Body and Soul​[49]​ and Andrew Marvell’s ‘A Dialogue between the Soul and the Body’,​[50]​ in which both sides have their chance to complain about the discomfort and mortal danger imposed by the other. 
This mutuality is quite different from the scenario in the Old English Soul and Body poems. There the body, rotting in the ground with its tongue devoured by worms, has no chance to defend itself, and, even if it could speak, it would not have a leg to stand on, either theologically or physically.​[51]​ Imagining body and soul as brothers — as equals — who must not fear each other also contradicts the usual body-hating view, voiced, for example, by the Monk of Wenlock:

Þa he eft sceolde to his lichaman … he þa nænigre oðru wiht swa swiðe onscunode on ealre þære gesihðe þe he geseah swa his agenne lichaman, ne him nan þing swa ladlic þuhte ne swa forsewenlic, and he næfre gastanc hiardran fulnes þonne him þuhte þæt se lichama stunce, buton þam deoflum and þam byrnendum fyre þe he þær geseah. (The Vision of the Monk of Wenlock §16)

When he had to go back to his body …, he never despised any other creature, not in all the sights that he saw, so much as his own body, nor did any thing seem so loathsome or so despicable. And he never smelled a more intense filthy smell than that which, it seemed to him, his body emitted, except the devils and the burning fire that he saw there (in his vision).

In Riddle 43, in contrast, insight into a higher reality — granted by allegory rather than a vision of the other-world — does not lead to disgust for the body, or, indeed, for the earth. When body and soul leave the earth together, the earth is seen as mother and sister.​[52]​ The bearme (12a) can be either the ‘expanse of the earth’, or an embracing kinswoman, or both at once. This embrace could have been presented negatively, as an image either of the grave (depicted graphically in the Worcester Fragments and the Soul and Body poems) or of þis deade lif ‘this dead life’ (Seafarer 65b), but it is not. 
In this context it is important to recall the absence of devils and angels. They should accompany the soul and body proceeding to judgement on the Final Day, as they do in, for example, The Vision of Fursa, the Visio Baronti, and the Visio Sancti Pauli. Here, however, they are not a factor in this increasingly strange imagining of the life-journey. Lack of success on this journey thus cannot be blamed on a lost battle against the forces of evil. Rather, the individual, the self, composed equally of soul and body, is free from interference, free to make its journey safely. The only question is whether they trust or fear each other. 
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